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Civil Service calls in mediator to aid in stalled contract talks

By Tim Capps
Staff Writer

The Civil Service Bargaining Organization has called in a mediator in an attempt to end a two-week-old contract negotiation impasse between itself and the University.

H. Lee Hester, a labor assistant in the Botany Department and chief negotiator for the 715 civil service employees represented by the organization, said a State Department Labor mediation will be named in the next few days. The mediator's recommendations will not be binding for either side.

"I don't feel that the personnel office is taking us seriously," Hester said, "but with the mediator, I'm 100 percent confident that we will win.

Hester said negotiations broke down after the Personnel Services Office refused to consider an organization demand for a 37 and one-half hour workweek. Although several other demands were discussed, including a clarification of personnel rules and vacation days, Hester said the reduced workweek is the key issue.

"All we're asking is to be brought up to the level of other universities. Not in pay, but benefits," he said.

Hester said more than 90 percent of state institutions offer a 37 and one-half hour workweek for civil service employees, and some offer a 30 hour week.

"SIU is seven years behind the times," he said.

Warren E. Buffum, vice president for financial affairs, disagreed.

"I'm not sure we are behind the times at all," he said.

"We have been trying to move on this issue, and are now trying to find a way to pare the cost," Buffum said his office submitted a study to President Albert Somit in December, 1980, which indicated there would be no cost shift to the shorter workweek. A subsequent study, however, uncovered a cost of about $200,000 which would result from the change.

Somit agreed to the reduced workweek. He said although the University cannot afford to implement it now, he will give it serious thought for next year.

July inflation rate runs 15.2 percent

WASHINGTON (AP) — A record jump in house prices and steep rises in the cost of mortgage payments have sent inflation surging at a 15.2 percent annual rate in July, the highest level in more than a year, the government reported Tuesday.

An unexpectedly large 1.2 percent rise in the Consumer Price Index marked the first time in five months that inflation received a double-digit pace.

Housing, which had declined at the start of the year, climbed 1.8 percent, the largest monthly run in 2 1/2 years. The increase began collecting records last fall, when the annual inflation rate was only 4.3 percent.

The Labor Department's Bureau of Labor Statistics reported the July report showed large price increases for meat; fruits and vegetables; natural gas and electric power; and used cars and trucks.

Economists called the July jump a "one-time aberration distorted by the jump in mortgage interest rates," and stuck to predictions that inflation would recede to a rate of 10 percent or less by the end of 1981. If house prices and mortgage rates remain high, however, economists said inflation rates could approach 10 percent in the second half of the year.

Many other prices registered their largest gains of the year.
Lieutenant governor seat may be goal of speaker Ryan

SPRINGFIELD (AP) — Illinois House Speaker George H. Ryan said Tuesday chances are "pretty good" he will seek the Republican nomination for lieutenant governor next year— with the blessing of Gov. James R. Thompson.

Ryan, frequently rumored as a possible contender for the job, hinted that he's close to announcing his candidacy. "I'll probably have something to say later this week or early next week," he told The Associated Press from his Chicago office.

When asked if he had the support of the GOP governor, Ryan replied: "That's the only way I'll run. I think the governor will be with me."

Ryan said the odds were "70-30" he would run. "It looks pretty good."

Lee Enterprises reported earlier in the day Thompson was urging Ryan to seek the nomination because he would add geographic and political balance to the ticket in 1982. Ryan, 47, is from Kankakee; Thompson from Chicago. Although the two are compatible politically, Ryan is slightly more conservative.

Lee, which publishes three Illinois newspapers, quoted sources close to Thompson as saying his support for Ryan should help steady the governor's re-election campaign.

The sources discounted the suggestion Thompson was urging Ryan to run to block the potential candidacy of Sen. Donald L. Totten, Hoffman Estates, often a critic of Thompson.

The sources said Ryan was considering a run after Thompson said the odds were "pretty good" Ryan would run for governor next year. Ryan was urged to seek the nomination because he would add geographic and political balance to the ticket in 1982.

The sources discounted the suggestion Thompson was urging Ryan to run to block the potential candidacy of Sen. Donald L. Totten, Hoffman Estates, often a critic of Thompson.
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Saddam, Begin open Palestinian talks

ALEXANDRIA, Egypt (AP) — President Anwar Sadat and Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin said, sitting down together for the first time since Israel's devastating air strikes into Lebanon and Iraq, searched for common ground Tuesday to resume the stalemated talks on Palestinian self-rule.

Sadat and Begin started their two-day summit meeting Tuesday evening at the Egyptian president's Mediterranean seaside villa in this town 50 miles southwest of Cairo.

 Cameras banned in murder trial

ATLANTA (AP) — Cameras will be banned from the courtroom during Wayne B. Williams' trial on charges of murdering two young blacks, the presiding judge in the case ruled Tuesday.

The decision by Superior Court Judge Clarence Cooper came on a motion by the Atlanta Press Club to allow four television cameras and four newspaper photographers in the courtroom when Williams is tried in the slayings beginning Oct. 3.

In a written opinion, Cooper cited Georgia Supreme Court guidelines which require the consent of the defense, prosecutors and the presiding judge before cameras can be allowed in a courtroom during a trial.

Velvet Swords $2-$1.50
Cardinal Tetras $2-$1.40
Australian Rainbow $2-$1.60
Kissing Gouramie $2-$1.90

Dwarf Gouramie $2-$1.50
Marble Angles $2-$2.20
Bleeding Hearts $2-$1.50
Regular Oscar $2-$3.50

Free kitten with every $10.00 purchase of cat supplies

Ferrets $59.99

THE FISHNET
Murdale Shopping Center
549-7211
City may pass amusement tax to pay for proposed garage

By Andrew Strang and Rob Bondurant

Staff Writers

The relocation of businesses presently on the site of Carbondale's proposed four-story, 450-space garage will probably not begin for at least a year, City Manager Carroll Fry told the city council during an informal meeting Monday night.

The council also discussed the possibility of an "amusement tax" on the city's amusement industry to help finance general obligation bonds that may be issued to pay for construction of the garage.

A preliminary estimate of $3,754 million for construction of the garage, proposed for the east side of south Illinois Avenue between Elm and Walnut streets, was presented to the council by Frank Transue and Larry Church representing Carlin Walker and Associates, of Chicago, the architects for the garage. The garage is part of the downtown redevelopment plan that will also include a hotel and convention center.

During discussion on the proposed garage, Fry told the council that the city can't acquire the land for the project until the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development releases a $2.07 million grant it awarded in November 1976, to purchase and clear the land for the garage, hotel and convention center.

Transue estimated the cost for construction of the garage at $3,754 million, with a construction date by January 1983. Fry added that the date is "very optimistic.

The council also unanimously approved the 1981 municipal tax levy, payable in 1982, of $683.72—an increase of 48.6 percent from 1980 property taxes. The levy increases the city's tax rate to $1.14 per $100 assessed valuation from its 1980 level of 77 cents per $100 assessed valuation.

The estimate also includes the construction of a park alongside the southwest corner of the garage, and 16,000 square feet boardering on Illinois Avenue for retail space. Transue said.

Fry suggested that general obligation bonds be issued to pay for construction of the garage, bonds that could be paid through an "amusement tax" and parking fees. The amusement tax, if approved, would be levied on businesses such as bars, theatres and restaurants. Fry said.

Student arrested in drug bust

By Douglas Hagem

Staff Writer

An SIU-C student was arrested Monday night at his home by Southern Illinois Enforcement Group officers and charged with two counts of selling a controlled substance. Dean R. Westlund, 23, of 311 N. Michaels St., allegedly sold "several pounds" of peyote, a hallucinogenic, to undercover SEG agents on two occasions.

If Westlund, a senior in engineering, is convicted of the Class A felony he could face a mandatory sentence of six years in prison. Westlund was being held Tuesday in the Jackson County Jail in lieu of $20,000 bond.

PUBLIC NOTICE

DIRECTORY INFORMATION

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

AT CARBONDALE

Under the University policy on the Release of Student Information and Public Law 93-383 as amended, the University may make accessible to any person external to the University "directory information" concerning a student, unless that student notifies the Office of Admissions and Records that he or she objects to the release of such information. Directory information is considered to be public in nature and will be released at any time upon request without prior approval from the student. Notice is therefore given that directory information listed below in respect to each student enrolled at Southern Illinois University at Carbondale will be available to any person unless the student files in writing with the Office of Admissions and Records a request to restrict release of student directory information to external sources.

The University has designated as directory information the following student information:

Student name.
Student local address and telephone number.
Student home address and telephone number.
Date-of-birth.
Current term hours carried.
Classification (freshman, sophomore, etc.).
Academic unit.
GPA.
Dates of attendance.
Degrees and honors earned and dates.
Affiliation to an educational agency or institution attended prior to enrollment at Southern Illinois University.
Participation in officially recognized activity or sport and weight, height and pictures of members of athletic teams.

Any student enrolled for the Fall Semester who does not wish to have released or released all of the above listed items of information should correct, in person, the Office of Admissions and Records, WOOLY Hall by Thursday, Sept. 3, 1981. Students who elect to restrict release of student information must sign a statement to that effect.

The restriction on the release of student information will be valid until September 1, 1982, and must be renewed annually each Fall Semester.

Students who wish to verify or correct the existing student directory information must also contact in person, the Office of Admissions and Records, WOOLY Hall.

Paid by the Office of Admissions & Records

Arnold's Market

16 oz. Pepsi & Diet Peps $1.49
Field bologna $1.29 lb.
Farmcres Ice cream 1/2 gal. $1.39

Located just 1 1/4 miles south of campus on 51
Open 7 days a week 7am-10pm

Waited over a million years to see you!
NOW OPEN
Shawnee Bluff

(Salt Peter Cove)

FREE
Paddle boats-Canoes-Fishing
Picnicking-Family Camping
6 miles south of Murphysboro on Rt. 127
Open at Noon every Friday, Saturday & Sunday
Bring Camera
$2 per person at gate
25% discount for groups of 10 or more
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Long overdue library will be a debt fulfilled.

It looks like the construction of a new Carbondale Public Library will begin this fall. It is long overdue.

I visited the City Council recently to hear the 15-year, $1.725 million bond issue with an 11.46 percent interest rate pay for the costs of the new facility, to be located on Main Street across from the Carbondale Memorial Hospital.

Although a 10 percent ceiling on the interest rate had been approved in a voter referendum last February, it soon became apparent that the city and the bond market that it was unrealistic to assume that the interest rate on tax-free bonds would decrease.

The City Council decided, and rightly so, that the three-to-one approval of the library referendum was more a mandate to build the library than to stick to the interest ceiling.

As a result, the proposal which was to have been financed would require that interest rate increase to pay for the interest issue. It is in common sense to accept the extra costs now and begin a long-delayed project, because even if bond interest rates do not increase in the future, construction costs probably will.

And it has been apparent for more than 15 years that the present facility at 304 W. Walnut St. is continually being stretched beyond its capacity to adequately serve its patrons.

When the old library was built in 1957, the population of Carbondale was 14,000. It is now more than 27,000.

The need is for a larger facility with more stacks and volumes. It now holds more than 37,000. The new facility will hold 100,000.

The numbers speak for themselves and adequately justify the present library proposal, but above all, beyond numbers is a city's responsibility to itself to provide modern and efficient library services — a reasonable supply of books, quiet and comfortable places to study, audio-visual equipment, etc.

Carbondale residents owe it to themselves, and especially, their children. After years of frustrating stops and starts, that obligation finally is going to be met.

—LETTERS—

Let's stop abortion rhetoric

This is in response to a recent letter in which the writer somehow misread a letter by Wayne and Sharon Heitholdt, regarding "Anti-Abortion Law Would Not Impose Religious Morality."

Truthfully, I think the rationale outlined in the letter was the same sentiment used in a previous letter by John Monacre persuasive.

I wish to respond, however, to their closing statement. The statement, "... utilized such emotionally packed words as 'killing,' cannot be more far from the truth. The use of such words is worthy of deliberation. Should it be left to the reader in the side issues as to morality of certain births, an issue writers are willing to get off to what I feel are the two most basic arguments in favor of efforts to constrain our population growth?"

The two most basic points at issue, though polar apart, seem to have been ignored in the rhetoric about family planning — including the right of abortion.

Practically all noted economists who have studied the alarming rate of increase in the world's population agree that family planning (population control) is a humane way to eventually bring over-populated earth into balance with the ability of its natural resources to sustain the human population.

It is less devastating than being able to control such epidemics, social violence, wars, genocide, nuclear holocaustic wipeout. To quote an "earth day" observation from the 1960's, "Mr. the hallmark of life, nature bats last." If we do not control our population growth, which has now totally eliminated many other animal species on earth and threatens our own existence, uncontrolled natural balances will prevail.

The issue of morality is one of the rights of the living, not the unborn. It is a basic reasoning that would follow in the life of a person who begins at conception, with the implication that a woman would have the responsibility for that "person" from that moment on. This is being suggested by some to be a woman's responsibility even if the same person's responsibility even if it means providing rape, incest, or whatever other circumstances for such pregnancy. It is difficult to imagine how an advanced society such as ours could be harboring such thoughts today, and why women should be denied the same basic human rights with seemingly no logic whatsoever other than "morality" virtue."

—Martin G. Anderson, Carbondale.

Do we need the neutron bomb or is it just a military waste?

PRESIDENT RONALD REAGAN recently announced that the U.S. would assemble, but not deploy, enhanced radiation devices, or as they are popularly known, neutron bombs.

It seems that Reagan, ever the saber-rattler, just couldn't resist a chance to rile the warmongering Russians. But if it is a stupid move on the president's part, and not because it bothers the Soviets. Enhanced radiation devices are costly, useless military playthings that threaten to raise the nuclear stakes in any conflict in which they are used. And that's no picnic.

Let's look at the bomb scientifically for a moment. The enhanced radiation device is a combination fission-fusion nuclear weapon. The weapon allows the release of many more fast neutrons than the typical fusion nuclear device, hence the same neutron bomb.

THE ENERGY RELEASED from a fusion bomb is divided into several fractions: approximately 50 percent blast, 33 percent thermal radiation, 5 percent prompt radiation and 10 percent nuclear fallout.

The neutron bomb produces less blast and thermal radiation than a fusion weapon. But it also produces 25 percent more prompt radiation and only 5 percent fallout.

What all this gobbledygook means is that a neutron bomb is most effective as an anti- tank weapon. It is meant to kill personnel without en-

dangering the surrounding populace.

But in the realm of military strategy, the weapon is a farce. It is designed to be deployed in Europe, where NATO generals are primarily concerned about a Russian-led Warsaw Pact blתרג through the northern plains of West Germany. Thousands of tanks would be involved.

ALTHOUGH THE CONTENTION is vigorously debated, many NATO officials feel that the attack could not be stopped with their present forces.

But it is dangerous to assume that with the new generation of tactical nuclear weapons a European-Theran war can now be safer and more easily managed that was once thought possible. It takes two to tango. It also takes two sides to fight a "limited nuclear war," and the Soviets, in their military writing, don't seem ready to dance to that tune. The majority of their nuclear weapons are huge. Their weapon systems are not as accurate as ours. They are technologically incapable of holding a pinpoint nuclear exercise.

Also, Soviet writings on nuclear war speak of the inevitability of escalation when nuclear weapons are introduced into a battlefield.

ANOTHER FACT OF the problem is that if the neutron bomb is used on an approaching Soviet tank force, only those tank personnel within a mile radius of the blast will be completely taken out of the fight. Outside of that, the rest will have varying degrees of disability. Throw any more neutron bombs in the survivors, and you are defending the future of a controlled nuclear war by spreading too much radiation around.

THE COST OF PRODUCING neutron bombs would be enormous. For the same amount of money as two devices, three M-40 main battle tanks, 50 or so non-nuclear anti-tank weapons or more than 5,500 rounds of conventional weapons could be bought.

The oft-mentioned superpower standoff is a myth. New Pact nations in number of tanks is offset by the advantage NATO holds in superior anti-tank weapons, particularly with recent advances in precision-guided munitions and remotely piloted vehicles. Weapons of both these types have greater ranges than the guns on Soviet tanks. And both can, in the event of a U.S.-Soviet field manual, "Hit what they see, kill what they hit."

So let's resistive this expansive plaything. Sure, it's politically "appealing" for Reagan to argue for more arms in this era of American insecurity. But this hardware is such a silly waste.

DOONESURY

by Gary Trudeaux
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Prinetas announces candidacy for U.S. congressional seat

By Alan Sedlery
Staff Writer

Republican Pete Prinetas, a Carbondale engineer, will challenge incumbent Paul Simon, D-25th District, for his seat in Congress.

The try will be Prinetas' second attempt for Simon's seat. He lost to Simon in 1976.

Prinetas, 34, said the major issue of this campaign will be the average income of families in Southern Illinois, which he says is 30 percent lower than the rest of the nation.

"It's been a major problem for so long it's pathetic. It seems everyone wants to sweep it under the carpet," Prinetas said.

He said one way to improve the standard of living is to bring more jobs to the region, many of which, Prinetas said, will be highly technical.

An issue that Prinetas predicts will not be important, however, is the economic policies of the federal government.

"The tax cut and budget issues are pretty well settled, therefore they won't be issues for a while," Prinetas said.

He said that although President Reagan's tax and budget cut programs will work, he would be the first to ask for new proposals if Reagan's programs fail.

Another issue that Prinetas feels will have little impact is recent efforts by the National Conservative Political Action Committee to unseat Simon.

Prinetas doesn't believe voters will be moved by the complaints of the group based in Washington D.C.

While Prinetas doesn't think GOP efforts against Simon will be an asset to his campaign, he says his engineering experience and his familiarity with Southern Illinois will help him.

He said his company, PC Prinetas & Associates, Consulting Engineers, has helped him learn how government "has worked for government from the best position to learn from the bottom looking up. That's the best way to learn bureaucracy," he said.

Prinetas said he does have a possible weakness in his "tendency to say what he thinks," which he said is sometimes not politically favorable.

Sororities gain 19 pledges at rush

By Pam Petrow
Staff Writer

Large groups of women wearing black letter shirts and singing sorority cheers provided a common sight on campus this past weekend. The event was formal rush.

The pre-school rush on August 20-23 was fairly successful, according to Renee Farris, Panhellenic rush chairman.

Panhellenic is the governing body of the three campus sororities: Alpha Gamma Delta, Delta Zeta and Sigma Kappa.

Forty-three girls registered for formal rush after Saturday afternoon’s first round of parties, Farris said.

Rush resulted in 19 new pledges for the sororities. Alpha Gamma Delta pledged eight new girls and Delta Zeta pledged three. Sigma Kappa also received eight new pledges.

Informal rush for the sororities began Sunday night at Welcomefest. Those interested in going through informal rush can contact the individual sororities.

Fraternity rush parties begin this week and are open to anyone, according to John Petrow, public relations commissioner for the Inter-Greek Council.

THE HAIR LAB

Known for quality design and chemical styling techniques

Our stylists attend ongoing educational workshops so that they might better serve you, the discerning individual.

For this reason we now have two convenient locations.

For an appointment, call
HAIR LAB MAIN
715 S. University
457-2323

HAIR LAB ANNEX
815 S. Illinois
549-8222

GIVE YOURSELF A BEAR HUG

Maynard Reece
Extra Arkansas, Missouri, and
Federal duck stamp prints available
Call for order

30% off oil paintings
plus 2 regular mats FREE
with purchase of Maynard Reece
Limited Edition print

SALE ENDS AUG. 31
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Jackson rejuvenates jump, jive

By Bill Turley
Staff Writer

Rock and roll's loss is jazz's gain. Or, at least for one album. That album is "Jumpin' Jive" by Joe Jackson, an erstwhile rocker who has dusted off songs from about 40 years ago for his latest effort.

If anything, the aging hasn't hurt these tunes a bit. Neither has the handling that the talented Jackson gives these classics of jump, jive and swing. Jackson has assembled behind him a whale of a band to play these pieces, and the whole group looks younger than the songs they are playing.

No matter. Listening to tunes like "Jumpin' With Symphony Sid," "What's The Use Of Getting Sober When You're Gonna Get Drunk Again?"—a great philosophy, by the way—and "Is You Is Or Is You Ain't My Baby" makes one feel like he or she is in a sleaze joint of the period.

Much of the substance for that atmosphere comes from the band. Graham Maby is one great bass player. The man lays down some masterful moving music that can only help to get your feet shaking. Pete Thomas on alto sax and Dave Binetti on tenor sax and clarinet are no slouches either. Saxophones are an important part of the music of that period and these two do not let the tunes down.

Jackson himself is a masterful lyricist, as such songs off his past albums like "Don't You Know That It's Our Baby"

Different For Girls" or "I'm the Man" will prove. He is also a good arranger and he treats these songs well. Jackson's only faltering point is his voice, which is good but nothing spectacular.

On a couple of songs this is painfully apparent, but good backing vocals by the whole band sometimes save him, like on "Is You Is..." which is the best tune on the album.

Jackson has done this album, because, as he writes on the back of the cover, "When my Dad was my age, jazz was not respectable. It played in whorehouses, not Carnegie Hall. These classics of jump, jive and swing are from the 1940s...most of the songs were performed at one time or other by our main inspiration, Louis Jordan, the king of jukeboxes, who influenced so many but is acknowledged by so few. Like us he didn't aim at purists or even jazz fans—just anyone who wanted to listen and enjoy, reap this righteous riff.'

Maybe Joe Jackson will go back to rock and roll. In the meantime, listen to this fine album and enjoy it. (Album courtesy of PolyGram Records)

"Jumpin' Jive," Joe Jackson, A & M Records. Reviewer's rating: 3 stars (4 stars tops)
Auditions for fall plays announced

Auditions for parts in the University's fall season of plays will be held Wednesday and Thursday in the Communications Building lounge, Room 1032.

Roles are available for 36 persons in three separate productions. Productions to be cast are Arthur Miller's "Death of a Salesman," Peter Nichols' "A Day in the Death of Joe Egg," and Joseph Rodlin's adaptation of Kenneth Noln's children's classic "Wind in the Willows." Parts to be filled include five female and eight male roles in "Death of a Salesman," two males, three females and one female child for roles in "A Day in the Death of Joe Egg," and 13 male and four female roles in "Wind in the Willows." Auditions are open for students and non-students alike.

The three productions are to be directed by faculty members of the Department of Theater. Christian Row, who will direct "Death of a Salesman," has said that he will be looking for actors who are capable of doing pantomime. Calvin McClean, who will direct "A Day in the Death of Joe Egg," has said that he is looking for persons who can tell a joke or a good story.

Happy Hour 11-6
Tequila Sunrise
70c
Free Peanuts & Popcorn
ENJOY CARBONDALE'S
FINEST SPEEDRAILS
&
FAST, COURTEOUS SERVICE
For Happy Hour, Come On Down From 2:30 to 6:30
For Our Rock-N-Roll D.J. Show

Prizes To Be Given Away

TONTINE
Rock With
The Strange

(9pm - 1am) No Cover

Billiards Parlour

LADIES X FINE
PLAY STEREO
FREE

Jack Daniels Always 75¢
PARLOUR SPECIAL
Bacardi Rum
75¢
TRY OUR DELICIOUS LUNCH
SPECIALS
VIDEO GAMES
OPEN 10 AM
One stop and you are ready for classes

MORE
School Supplies

MORE
Art Supplies

MORE
Drafting Supplies

MORE
Free Parking

SPECIAL HOURS:
AUG. 24 THRU AUG. 29
MON-THURS 8:00-8:00
FRI & SAT 8:30-5:30

REGULAR HOURS: Mon-Sat 8:30-5:30
If saving money is your bag . . .

MORE USED BOOKS FROM 710 BOOKSTORE Supplies Official S.I.U. Textbooks,

Be Sure You Have Our Bag! !
Man accused of ‘dog murder’
may be charged with felony

A hearing will be held Wednesday morning in Union County Circuit Court to determine if William Phillips, an employee of Blueberry Hill Inn in Carbondale, is charged with criminal damage to property—for fatally shooting a pet golden retriever.

The charges against Phillips constitute a Class A misdemeanor, according to Rodney Chuz, state’s attorney in Union County, but he said they may be changed to a Class 4 felony because “the value of the dog was certainly more than $150.”

The dog, Doolittle, was owned by Elizabeth Streeter, the inn’s former general manager. Streeter and Phillips were at the inn when Doolittle went to pick blackberries at Blueberry Hill Aug. 27, with the 10-year-old dog and a friend. It was the last weekend of the season, so Streeter and her friend were the only customers there.

Streeter let Doolittle out of her car to get some exercise and then went to a house to get containers for the berries.

“The only reason we let him out was because no one else was there,” Streeter said.

“There were no signs that said dogs couldn’t run loose. We knew he was our pet property but we figured that if the owners minded, they’d just tell us to keep ‘em back in the car,” Streeter said.

Streeter said the dog was right beside her car just before it was shot. Then she heard someone say “Sic ‘em Sheba,” and turned to see Phillips pointing a .22-caliber pistol near her and her friend. She said Doolittle was running back to her when Phillips fired, hitting the dog in the eyes.

“She just fired into the bushes, without really looking to see if there were any people around,” Streeter said.

She reported the incident to the police that night. The dog was taken to a veterinary hospital in Union County until it died on Sunday.

According to the Union County Sheriff’s Office, Phillips thought the dog was a stray. Strays had reportedly caused trouble on the property before. Phillips said there was no one in sight when he fired, police said. Police also said he has a gun owner’s card.

But Streeter would like to see that card taken away.

“It’s dangerous to have people just firing guns like that,” she said.

“It was so far from my mind that anything violent like this could happen.”

—Campus Briefs

New students can pick up The New Student record orientation directory at the Alumni Office on the second floor of the Student Center between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays. Books may also be picked up between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. on the following days: Wednesday at Lentz Hall, Thursday in Trueblood Hall and Friday in Grinnell Hall.

The SIU Democrats will hold their first fall meeting at 9 p.m. Wednesday at Pinch Penny Pub. Interested students, faculty and staff are invited to attend.

The Campus Ministries organization will sponsor the film “Luther” at 7 and 9:30 p.m. Thursday in the Student Center Auditorium. Written in 1962 by John Osborne, the film is based on psychological studies into the personality of Martin Luther. The film, made by the American Film Theater, stars Stacey Keach and Peter Bull. Admission is $1.

Recreation for Special Populations will sponsor a bowling program from 6 to 8:30 p.m. every Thursday at the Student Center bowling alley. Sign-up and free bowling will be on Aug. 27 and Sept. 3.

The Little Egypt Student Grotto (Caving Club) will meet at 8 p.m. Wednesday in Quigley 120. Officers will be nominated, and novice trips, provided. The trip will be to the regional cave.

Applications are being accepted this week at Shryock Auditorium for the fall stage crew. Those interested should apply between noon and 5 p.m. and should have a current ACT on file. All returning crew members are also asked to stop by the office this week.

The Society of American Foresters (SAF) will hold its first fall meeting at 7 p.m. Thursday in the Saline Room of the Student Center. Discussion will center on field trips, employment and the national convention. All interested forestry majors are invited to attend.

The Egyptian Knights Chess Club invites all interested students, faculty and the general public to its meeting at 7 p.m. every Wednesday in Activity Room C on the third floor of the Student Center. Equipment is provided.

Welcome Back Students

PaperC

Breakfast Special

Monday-Friday 7 a.m.—4 p.m.
Saturday-Sunday 8 a.m.—4 p.m.

2 eggs, hash browns, 3 sausage links, toast or biscuits, $1.99
Biscuits and sausage gravy, $1.19

Offer good 8:24 through 9:30

Something special is coming to SIU Employees

CREDIT UNION

watch this ad and your mail box for details

Arnold Air Society & Angel Flight
10,000 METER RUN
For Cystic Fibrosis

Sponsored By

Natural Light

WHEN: September 12, 1981
TIME: 9:00 a.m.
WHERE: McAndrew Stadium, SIU-Carbondale
REGISTRATION: $5.00, $7.50 after Sept. 5
CHECK-IN: 7:30-8:30 Sept. 12
AT McAndrew Stadium
RETURN REGISTRATION AND FEES PAYABLE TO
Harper Angel Flight, APROTC 205, SIU-C
Reg. No. 62091

REGISTRATION FORM

NAME.

ADDRESS.

CITY.

STATE.

ZIP.

AIRCRAFT NAME.

REGISTRATION.

LICENSE NUMBER.

AIRPLANE.

PLANE TYPE.
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PLANE COLOR.

AIRPLANE SIZE.

PLANE-WORTH.

AIRPLANE OWNER.

AIRPLANE CHARTER.
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“It is unfortunate that we have had to run by lot,” said a disappointed state GOP Chairman Leon Adams after the drawing.

When Edgar, a Republican, announced Shapiro’s name as winner, cheers rose from the Democratic staff aides and secretaries.

The lottery was ordered by a panel of four Democrats and four Republicans because of a legal challenge. Shapiro was picked after Aug. 10 from among 46 candidates for 30 area and 18 state House districts.

The commission was created after the 236-member Legislature failed by June 30 in four raucous sessions, to draw a new map.

To draw a new map, a new map is needed every 10 years to reflect census shifts in population.

The 118th session of the Illinois House in 1983 from 177 to 118 seats.

Shapiro’s return to politics comes more than a dozen years since he was in office, and he called the new map “quite a responsibility.”

While the long redistricting process may not have been the most exciting story for the people of Illinois — except when it degenerated into punchballs or near-riots in the Legislature — it has been watched keenly by politicians, some of whom will lose their jobs because of the new map.

Although Democrats may be gloating at Shapiro’s selection over former Illinois Republican Gov. Richard B. Ogilvie, the 74-year-old Kankakee native insisted he would not just lay the party line.

“I will not rubber-stamp either the Democratic map or the Republican map,” Shapiro said from his Chicago office.

“My role is one of an arbitrator, not a rubber-stamp negotiator — to get a map I think will be fair for all the people.”

“Partisanship is as far as I’m concerned,” he said.

Publicly, at least, Republicans weren’t brooding about Shapiro’s selection.

“It’s a fair and honest man, who I would hope wants to keep that reputation,” said Sen. James “Pete” Phillip of Elmhurst, top commission Republican.

Shapiro was lieutenant governor under the late Otto Kerner, and took over as governor in May 1969, when Kerner was named to a federal appeals court.

Ironically, it was Ogilvie — his “opponent” Tuesday — who defeated Shapiro in the 1968 November election. Shapiro left office the following January and resumed his law practice.

Although commission members from both parties said they expected Shapiro’s selection would guarantee political boundaries favorable to Chicago Democrats, Shapiro would not concede any partisan post.

**BOOKS-BOOKS**

From Einstein to Shakespeare to today’s best-seller! Books for study or books to aid in study…. Books for pleasure and books for gifts…. “How to do it” and “Why did they do it”….. and if we don’t have it, just ask, we’ll be glad to special order it for you!

**U-WANT-ADS**

Of course you save 25% off the new price when you purchase USED texts! Used texts are a great savings and UBS has allot to choose from. Shop early for best selection ‘cause they really go fast!

**SERVICES**

For your home or office we have the best selection of:

- Postage Stamps
- Rubber Stamps
- Linoleum Cutting
- Used Book Buy Back
- Mastercard & Visa accepted
- Large Paper Cutter
- Free Typewriter Cleaning
- Film Developing
- Gift Wrapping
- geometrical maps
- more and to come!

**GIFTS**

We feature Hallmark Cards, Stationery, and Gifts yet we have other cards too. Cards that are just suited for today’s college student. Papermacy, Recycled Paper Products, and others. Also, gifts that are unique and unusual and can only be found in a college bookstore, and don’t forget….. we gift wrap free!

**MINI DRUG DEPT.**

Shampoo, cold remedies, toothbrushes, soap…. all your personal care needs & grooming aids in our mini drug dept. We’re located where its easy for you to stop between classes. Our Mini Drug Department, just for YOU!

**BOOKSTORE**

Hewlett Packard, Sharp, Texas Instruments, Casino, Cannon, Unisux, and others. UBS is your calculator headquarters for Southern Illinois.

**CALCULATORS**

**ART SUP.**

Zip-a-tone, Grumbacher, Delta Brush, Koh-I-Noor, Castell, K & E, Permanent Pigments, Post, Crescent, Strathmore, Bee, Marilla, Clearprint, Staedtler, and much more much more! From brushes to easels, lettering to tapes, pencils to paints, we’ve got it all!

**SIU APPAREL**

The best selection of SIU apparel anywhere and one of the best college apparel departments in the country. Shirts-Shirts-Shirts…. Night shirts, Sport Shirts, T-Shirts, Kids shirts, Polo shirts, Baseball shirts…. Also hats, jackets, infants apparel including bibs, booties, outfits…. SIU apparel, just right for gift giving & just right for YOU!
Motorcycles

PARTS & SERVICE
Tune-Up Special
Free Engine Oil

Northw. South of The Arena 349-0331

HONDA 360, 1972. RUNS and looks great. 4-speed, 12,900 miles. $930-413 after 6 p.m. 8004A5C

78 XS 400, 6,000 miles, luggage rack, cross bar, and more. Excel. cond. $4,550. 8004A13

HONDA CB400 FREE CONDITION.
Dنص 4-Speed, 1,200 miles, 66,000 original miles. $900-413. 8004A13

57 SUZUKI GT 500 Low mileage, excellent condition. Extras: New, or best offer. $409-375. 9001A4A

1971 SUZUKI T250 - Dependable. Runs good, 4-speed, 1,000 miles. $900-413. 8004A13

MUST SELL 500 Yamaha 1980, under warranty, 2400 miles - lots of money over payments. Phone 892-629.

89 250 SUZUKI RUNS GREAT. Must sell after. $394-900. 8005A9A

1980 YAMAHA 650 SPECIAL. Must sell after. $394-900. 9005A4A

Real Estate

LACKE OF ESTATE - Lakeshore Drive, Marion. Luxurious space. Must sell. $500-600. 894-4612.

54 Realty 200 TWO-HOMES - By owner. IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY. Completely renovated and in excellent condition. ONE TOWN-HOME

with a semi kitchen, & a full kitchen. SAVE $800. 457-2467.[3]#

VINTAGE ESTATE - 112 rooms south of Nile. Basement, water city, etc. 871-529-803. 8005A16.

TRIUMPH 814. Superior body work, all original, best offer, must see, call after 5pm. 549-485.

DODGE CHARGER 1972. Runs great, red., FM-cassette, power steering, power locks, power windows, remote mirror, power seat. Must Sell. $800-429. 8009A2A

1970 PLYMOUTH FURY. Recently installed shocks, tires, battery, automatic transmission, 49,000 miles after 6-8am. 549-485

JEFF CQ 25, 1974 13,000. Call 929-6500.

VW Bus. Runs great. Looks sharp. $1,000 or offer. 457-900. 8009A2A.

70 Nova 4 cylinder. Runs good. $500 or offer. Call 253-311, ext. 253 Ask for Joe. 883-4507.

7 SUBARA. HIG M P/G. nice little car. $700. 654-697. 8010A5A

INSURANCE

Low Motorcycle Rates
Auto, Home, Mobile Home
AYALA INSURANCE
437-4123

Parts & Service

BUYING USED V.W.'s. Ask for Bryan or Mike 549-5511

175 f. Main C'dale

FOREIGN CAR PARTS
529-1644

CARBONDALE

649-0331

CONTRACT FOR TITLE. CARBONDALE area. 1969 Barons, 13 a 60, front and rear bedrooms, new carpet, butcher block counters, appliances and central air unit. NICE CAR for a low price of $2,000. 8010A4A

12x60 and a 12x50. BOTH IN excellent condition. 549-1500 or 392-1500

Miscellaneous

A-1 TV. RENTAL
Rent A New Zenith. Color Television $25 Monthly Block/White $15 Monthly

FREE MAINTENANCE CHECKUP
547-7000

NALTER STEREO

USED STEREO EQUIPMENT
Brochures
List Sale
JVC RX 55
$299
SHERWOOD 7450
$350
KENWOOD KR 600
$525
KENWOOD KX-140
$340
TAPE RECORDER LAFAYETTE LR 900
$500

Also cassette decks, AM/FM, and other equipment. ALL WITH 90 DAY PARTS & LABOR.

Stereo Sabin Audio Check our low discount prices

HAFFER

DIN 101K 1980
$799
REFURBISHED
$729
SALVAGE 1229
$699

14 KING SPEAKERS. Sennheiser tuner, mixer. $329-197.

Electronics

CARBONDALE'S ONLY ELECTRONICS SERVICE. Stop by for a free demonstration. We also stock a wide selection of computer books & magazines.

ILON T L. COMPUTER

CARBONDALE, 1972.

central air, 3 bedrooms, large living-room, bar, furnished 1500.

CARBONDALE.

616-329-2963

CARBONDALE'S Exclusive Graduate Students & Faculty Apartments

- All Utilities Paid
- Cable TV Available
- Private Parking
- 2-Car Garage (upon request)
- Trash Pick-up
- Laundry Facilities

Carbondale and Reed Apts.

511 - South Graham

CARBONDALE

Ph. 437-4012

Bicycles

GIRLS THREE-SPEED bicycle for sale, just like new. 349-5218

RALEIGH PROFESSIONAL MIK IV. THREE SPEED for $95.00. Call Byron Model 437-4103.

USING BICYCLES. CURRENTLY available, $1, 3, 5, and 10 speed. Dave's Bicycle Sales and Parts, 1697.

CAMS

1 REEL DEVELOPING tank, 4 reel developing unit, 12,500 foot paper, 3 safetly pins, 13" paper, reels. Ask for Barry. 897-9011.

GUARDIAN GUITAR. Owned, 1964. With original hard case, $89.00. 8305B4A

GUITAR LESSONS offer by experienced teacher at $5.00. All levels, reasonable rates. Call 529-6611 after 6-8 p.m.

FOR RENT

Apartments

CARTERVILLE EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS, very nice, one bedroom furnished at $520 per month. Also two bedroom furnished apartment for two or three persons, air, free trash removal, absolutely no pets. Two blocks west of Highway 67 on old Rt. 13 west, call 941-614.


CARBONDALE, PERFECT FOR STUDENTS, 2 bedrooms, 1 bath. Rent $130.00 per month, all utilities included. Park Towne, near Carbondale Community College. Avail. a month, available now. $509-7623.

SPACIOUS FURNISHED ONE bedroom, all electric, quiet area Available now $509. 637-2528

NICKLY FURNISHED 2 BEDROOM. Air, carpet, water, gas, electric all included. Ask for NiClly. 549-7623.

CARBONDALE EFFICIENCY APARTMENT, furnished lights and water, gas included. Ask for Eddie, 13 Crossroads, 549-4108. 8010A5A

Now Accepting Fall Contracts

Marshall, Reed, Hyda Park, Clark or Monticello. Close to computer-purposes-included Trash Pick-up. Free Parking. Cable TV available. Many have been completely refurbished. New carpet, new window fan, new ceilings. Ask for occupancy on or before Aug. 21st. Apply in person.

Of course Graham 437-4012
SINGLES - ONE BEDROOM $415. Fall setup. Near campus. heat, water, and trash. Furnished and air conditioned. Very clean, on
pet. 3 miles East on Old 13. Contact: 457-1952 or 545-3007.

2 TWO-BEDROOMS: #750-800. Campus. 545-1383.


MOBILE HOME: 1045. two bedrooms. 2 miles South of Carbondale. 545-2307.

EXCEPTIONALLY CLEAN AND LARGE TWO bedroom, furnished, carpet, dryer, 26x15 month lease included. 355-2080 or 545-1700.

PERFECT FOR A couple. Two bedroom in the heart of the campus. $550. 457-2740.

YOU can WALK from campus to this two bedroom, furnished, 26x26 month lease included. Mobile home Available now. 819-221-0120.

2 BEDROOM TRAILER for rent near Crab Orchard. furnished. A.C. 106 months paid. 457-3236.

MOBILE HOME 12X36. 2, clean, no fee but to campus. Available Now. Phone 457-4969.


2 BEDROOM APARTMENT for rent. Bookstores campus utilities paid, available now, call 457-2964 after 2:00. 2800 month, partially furnished. 460 square feet.

4 BEDROOM APARTMENT, newly remodeled, large kitchen, Close to campus. 545-2000. Call no pets. 529-1550.

Sleeping Rooms

1 Bedroom Apartments

2 Blocks from Campus

Air Conditioning

PYRAMIDS

5/15 5/31

349-3034 or 457-7691

CHECK

Royal Rentals

For Full Cancellations

437-4422

Houses

THREE BEDROOM MODERN, available immediately. 1.396 Birch Lane. Available after 3:00. Call 545-5005.

CARBONDALE HOUSING LARGEST Three bedroom furnished house. Large kitchen, 2 bathrooms, 2 car garage, near campus. 2 miles west of Carbondale. Available now, call 618-536-5521.

ROOMATES CHRISTIAN MALE ROOMATE needed: Furnished 1 bedroom, cable, central heating, air conditioning, quiet, many other amenities. $150 month. Inquire. 457-3247.

NON-SMOKING FEMALE TO SHARE 2 bedroom house. All included. $150 month. 306-33.

ROOMMATES NEEDED: For beautiful modern five bedroom house. $165-180 per month. 457-5400.

ROOMMATES NEEDED: For furnished mobile home three bedroom, furnished. 545-4007.

ROOMMATE WANTED. MALE 2 bedroom Mobile Home $255. 618-537-0520.

QUIET FEMALE to share three bedroom house. VERY NICE. 3 miles out of town. 457-7815 or 545-3980.

WANTED: HUSBAND TO SHARE 2 bedroom house near campus. Call 545-2000.

WANTED: MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for furnished mobile home three bedroom. 306-3396.

ROOMMATE WANTED: MALE 2 bedroom Mobile Home $255. 618-537-0520.

SUGAR HILL HOUSE - A CARBONDALE APARTMENT with 2 bedroom, 2 bath. $325.50. 457-4750.

SUGAR HILL HOUSE - A CARBONDALE APARTMENT with 2 bedroom, 2 bath. $325.50. 457-4750.

SUGAR HILL HOUSE - A CARBONDALE APARTMENT with 2 bedroom, 2 bath. $325.50. 457-4750.

SUGAR HILL HOUSE - A CARBONDALE APARTMENT with 2 bedroom, 2 bath. $325.50. 457-4750.

SUGAR HILL HOUSE - A CARBONDALE APARTMENT with 2 bedroom, 2 bath. $325.50. 457-4750.

SUGAR HILL HOUSE - A CARBONDALE APARTMENT with 2 bedroom, 2 bath. $325.50. 457-4750.

SUGAR HILL HOUSE - A CARBONDALE APARTMENT with 2 bedroom, 2 bath. $325.50. 457-4750.

SUGAR HILL HOUSE - A CARBONDALE APARTMENT with 2 bedroom, 2 bath. $325.50. 457-4750.

SUGAR HILL HOUSE - A CARBONDALE APARTMENT with 2 bedroom, 2 bath. $325.50. 457-4750.

SUGAR HILL HOUSE - A CARBONDALE APARTMENT with 2 bedroom, 2 bath. $325.50. 457-4750.

SUGAR HILL HOUSE - A CARBONDALE APARTMENT with 2 bedroom, 2 bath. $325.50. 457-4750.

SUGAR HILL HOUSE - A CARBONDALE APARTMENT with 2 bedroom, 2 bath. $325.50. 457-4750.

SUGAR HILL HOUSE - A CARBONDALE APARTMENT with 2 bedroom, 2 bath. $325.50. 457-4750.

SUGAR HILL HOUSE - A CARBONDALE APARTMENT with 2 bedroom, 2 bath. $325.50. 457-4750.
PREGNANT?
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING & CONFIDENTIAL ASSISTANCE.
549-2794
Mon. thru Fri. Noon to 4

ROPY MAGIC CHIMNEY SWEEP

TYPING: EXPERIENCED: FAST and accurate. 10.75 or more per page. Please call 549-3085.

THE CARBONDALE WOMEN'S Center offers confidential PREGNANCY TESTING and Counseling. A Pre-Choice organization. 598-2924.


BECOME A BARTENDER. Classes taught by professionals at the Carbondale mgmt. Call the Karin School of Bartending. 101 W. Main. 549-7311.

RIDERS WANTED
DAILY BUS SERVICE from Carbondale to Chicago, $24.40; Indianapolis, IN, $32.65; Springfield IL, $10.40; St. Louis $13.90; Evansville IN $16.15. Contact agent at 529-8171.

RIDE "THE STUDENT Transit" to Chicago and Suburbs. Runs every week. Depart 7:00 a.m. Returns Sundays. $29.75 roundtrip. Tickets sold daily at "Fagno's" 606 S. Illi 319-1562. Tickets also on sale for Labor 3 Day Weekend.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

MOCK MCAT TEST
Saturday, August 29, 1981
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Come to Room 211 Wheeler Hall By August 29th to pre-register for this test. There will be no fee required. No one will be admitted on August 29 without the blue admission form.
Sponsored by MEDPREP School or Medicine SIU-C

LONELY?
Our Plants Make Good Friends
13 varieties of Hardy mums
Many varieties of house plants
The GREEN HOUSE
2 mi. S. of SIU arena on Hwy. 51

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
ELECTRONIC SLIDE-RULE CALCULATOR
TI-30
Special $18.50

University Bookstore
536-3321

Student math kit

AD GOOD THRU THURSDAY
8-27-81

DAILY BUS SERVICE

Carbondale to Chicago, $24.40;
Indianapolis, IN, $32.65;
Springfield IL, $10.40;
St. Louis, $13.90;
Evansville IN, $16.15.
Contact agent at 529-8171.

RIDE "THE STUDENT Transit" to Chicago and Suburbs. Runs every week. Depart 7:00 a.m. Returns Sundays. $29.75 roundtrip. Tickets sold daily at "Plazo's Records" 606 S. Illi 319-1562. Tickets also on sale for Labor 3 Day Weekend.

TYPING: EXPERIENCED: FAST and accurate. 10.75 or more per page. Please call 549-3085.

LOSE

NEW EXPERIENCED MUSCIANS in back up lead female singer. Stop by Wuxtry. 51" INDOOR MARKET. Admission 25¢. Classes taught by professionals at the Karin School of Bartending. Call the Karin School of Bartending. 101 W. Main. 549-7311.

KARIN'S ALTERATIONS and MOVING SALE FRIDAY and Saturday, August 28th and 29th. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Contact agent at 529-8171.

ENTERTAINMENT
NEED EXPERIENCED MUSICIANS to back up lead female singer. Stop by Wuxtry, INDOOR MARKET. Admission 25¢. Classes taught by professionals at the Karin School of Bartending. Call the Karin School of Bartending. 101 W. Main. 549-7311.


OUR PLANTS MAKE GOOD FRIENDS
13 VARIETIES OF HARDY MUMS
13 VARIETIES OF HOUSE PLANTS

A GUISE CHURCH TEACHINGS, SUNDAY FLEA MARKET every Thursday to November for all your Fall gifts.


ANNOUNCEMENTS

MOCK MCAT TEST
Saturday, August 29, 1981
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Come to Room 211 Wheeler Hall By August 29th to pre-register for this test. There will be no fee required. No one will be admitted on August 29 without the blue admission form.
Sponsored by MEDPREP School or Medicine SIU-C
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RIDE "THE STUDENT Transit" to Chicago and Suburbs. Runs every week. Depart 7:00 a.m. Returns Sundays. $29.75 roundtrip. Tickets sold daily at "Plazo's Records" 606 S. Illi 319-1562. Tickets also on sale for Labor 3 Day Weekend.
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LOSE

NEW EXPERIENCED MUSCIANS in back up lead female singer. Stop by Wuxtry, INDOOR MARKET. Admission 25¢. Classes taught by professionals at the Karin School of Bartending. Call the Karin School of Bartending. 101 W. Main. 549-7311.

KARIN'S ALTERATIONS and MOVING SALE FRIDAY and Saturday, August 28th and 29th. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Contact agent at 529-8171.

ENTERTAINMENT
NEED EXPERIENCED MUSICIANS to back up lead female singer. Stop by Wuxtry, INDOOR MARKET. Admission 25¢. Classes taught by professionals at the Karin School of Bartending. Call the Karin School of Bartending. 101 W. Main. 549-7311.


OUR PLANTS MAKE GOOD FRIENDS
13 VARIETIES OF HARDY MUMS
13 VARIETIES OF HOUSE PLANTS

A GUISE CHURCH TEACHINGS, SUNDAY FLEA MARKET every Thursday to November for all your Fall gifts.

**Welcome Back Students**

Stop by and check out Kroger's New Imported Cheese Shop. We also feature a Fresh Flower Shop.

---

### Cost Cutter Specials

**Pork Loin**

Sliced Quarter

$128

**Red Seedless Grapes**

79¢

**Ground Beef**

Fresh

$138

**MORE LOW COST CUTTER PRICES**

**Vegetables**

5 for $2

**More Sales**

- Sliced Beef Liver
- Center Cut Beef Chops
- Pork Chops
- Center Cut Beef Bones
- Italian Sausage
- Smoked Ham
- Honeydew Melons
- Honey Pecans
- KROGER 21·" Oatmeal

---

**FREE OFFER**

Get Free Cereal & Magnets with 3-volumes of Standard Desk Dictionary FREE. Purchase Vols. 2 and 3 of the Daily Egyptian August 26, 1981. Page 1
**Frisbee team goes Full Tilt into season**

By Julie Guadagnoli
Staff Writer

Rain does not stop them. Sometimes even snow does not stop them. An eight-foot, skipping-top fence merely slows them down.

Because of their intense devotion to their game, "Full Tilt" is the adequate name for the SIU-C intercollegiate Ultimate Frisbee team.

The team was known as the SIU Frisbee Club following its formation in 1979, since most of the team members were also club members. Bill Byrnes, a graduate student in marketing and co-captain of the team, suggested the name Full Tilt according to co-captain Steve Behme, an electronic data processing major. The team's other co-captain is Jim Mallon, a graduate student in speech communications.

Behme said the name stuck because the team members thought it expressed their mode of playing. They play when it rains, and Byrnes said, "We've played in the snow before.

Only extremely cold weather prevents them from playing, so they practice year-round about five days. Byrnes said, "Ultimate Frisbee is an appealing spectator sport, Behme said, because of the spectacular flight of the disc. The Frisbee makes the game a unique team sport, because it flies so many different ways. Sometimes it flies right at you, gracefully and other times it drops suddenly.

Ultimate Frisbee is a non-contact sport, and the team might try to play a "clean," yet competitive game. Behme said, "Our team has always tried to play strictly by the rules."

Many people do not take the game very seriously because of the casual atmosphere associated with the game, Behme said.

Full Tilt was officially recognized as a team at the fall of 1979 by the International Frisbee Association. Ultimate Players Association, student government and Sports Clubs Council.

Behme, Mallon and Behme formed the team and assumed the responsibility of recruiting players, said Byrnes said. The team receives funds from the Sports Clubs Council, T-shirt sales and funds the team member to join the Frisbee Club as well.

Since the team travels on Frisbee Club funds, captives can ask for a university team member to join the Frisbee Club as well.

A year ago 18 members had 25 players, Byrnes said. This year the captains in the recruiting enough new players to make two squads possible, he said. As a result, the team members could practice together more often, further begin. The rookies would also like to practice together.

For Frisbee, the team potential players must attend practices. Behme said, "Full Tilt" will decide which players will remain on the team.

Ultimate Frisbee teams have no set schedule. Byrnes said, "It is up to the desire and money to play Frisbee, and they arrange a game, and we come."

Full Tilt Frisbee activity peaks from the first week in October through the first week in April. During this approximately six-month period, the United States are playing to determine which five teams will play in the national championships.

The Frisbee teams participate in sectional championships, Byrnes said. Full Tilt plays in the sectional championships in Iowa and Missouri during its six-month period to try to qualify for regional competition.

Women harriers to rely on returnees

By Steve Metch
Staff Writer

Coach Claudia Blackman is counting on the experienced runners from last year's team to provide leadership this season. She calls a "young" women's cross-country team for this season.

Four of the top eight Saluki runners from last year's team are returning. Blackman, looking for good performances from upperclassmen and seniors Nola Putman, Cindy Busskau, and Patty Houseworth, formerly Patty Pymire.

"Although the team will be young," Blackman said. "I believe we have a good chance of becoming competitive because of the maturity to that point, and I'm hoping our turning runners will provide the necessary guidance."

Blackman expects about 20 women to try out for this year's team, which will consist of 12 to 14 runners, she said.

Senior Theresa Helder, and freshmen Tia Howard, Pat Eletto, Laura Saki, and Odette Jones all have a very good chance of making the team, according to Blackman.

The team participating tryouts through courses on campus, and at Midland Hill Golf Club, near Makanda, Blackman said the team will run a cross country course since the team members train for both. The runners a challenge. During the tryouts, new runners are taught drills and methods to keep in shape. Weightlifting plays an important role in training, she said.

"Weightlifting helps prevent bad style, which can hurt the arms. We concentrate a bit more on lifting our upper body, and we are apt to become fatigued before the legs, " Blackman said.

Several women came to school early to practice. Blackman was disappointed by last week's cool temperatures, since she likes her team to become acclimated to the "hot, humid weather." The runners style, Blackman's main concern during the pre-season.

"I look for elements of a runner's style which could hurt her later," Blackman said. "I want them to change their style, unless they need help. My goal is to help them improve their potential.

The cross country team practices every afternoon, and some of them have been performing their own morning workouts.

"Don't catch them at the morning," Blackman said. "They are out for the team, and they are anxious to be twice as good as their stamina as running five miles."

"Although this year's team is small," Blackman said. "I feel our team has a good potential."

The Saluki's first meet in Sectionals will be run at Midland Hills or on course. The team home meets used to be held on campus, but were moved to Carbondale because of tree branches and grass cutters. The team has always been on campus. She said the Physical Plant, which is responsible for the maintenance of the course, is being consulted and the campus course will cleared in time for the opening meet is expected soon.

"Since we host our first meet," Blackman said, "I feel we can run competitively. Practice times don't show how a runner will do in a race." Blackman said.

"Although this year's team is small, they are the best we've seen in the school."

**Cyclist finds success**

Dan Casebeer missed the first day of school this semester but his string of good fortune on the track continued.

The senior national criterion championships Sunday in Lima, Ohio, the senior in recreation fitness, eked out a portion of the 62-mile race in a time of 2 hours and 49 minutes. He placed 10th overall in the race but said he could have placed higher if it had not been for an illness.

Casebeer and his teammates finished eighth in the 10-kilometer time trial Aug.

3 in Fairmont, N.Y. Of the 26 teams which began the race only 16 finished.

Casebeer is a member of the SIU-C Phoenix Club, which is located in the 4,000-meter area of the United States national track championships in Lima, Ohio, the senior in recreation fitness eked out a portion of the 62-mile race in a time of 2 hours and 49 minutes. He placed 10th overall in the race but said he could have placed higher if it had not been for an illness.

Casebeer and his teammates finished eighth in the 10-kilometer time trial Aug.

5 in Fairmont, N.Y. Of the 26 teams which began the race only 16 finished.

Casebeer is a member of the SIU-C Phoenix Club, which is located in the 4,000-meter area of the United States national track championships in Lima, Ohio, the senior in recreation fitness eked out a portion of the 62-mile race in a time of 2 hours and 49 minutes. He placed 10th overall in the race but said he could have placed higher if it had not been for an illness.

Casebeer and his teammates finished eighth in the 10-kilometer time trial Aug. 26, 1981

---

**Meade hopes gym recruits will replace Brian Babcock**

By Jim Caple
Staff Writer

SIU-C gymnast Brian Babcock, taking on the third berth of a silver medal performance at the National Sports Festival, recently competed in meets in Hawaii and Reno, Nev.

According to his gymnastic Coach Bill Meade, Babcock performed well at both meets but didn't have very much to show for it.

Babcock performed only in the compulsory routines at the U.S. versus Canada meet in Hawaii. Babcock was one of 10 male gymnasts to be selected for the meet. The top eight by virtue of their finish at the United States Gymnastics Fed graduate student in speech communications competed in the events, while Babcock was one of two alternates.

The U.S. team, competing without No. 1 gymnast Bart Connor. lost to the Chinese 287.85-285.75. Babcock's score in the compulsory events did not count toward the team's total score.

Babcock also performed in an all-around competition at the Carbondale meet in Reno held by ESPN, the all-sports cable television network. He didn't do his best score in the all-around, where Pappas will work the floor. Babcock will work the still rings and parallel bars. "I'll be a more well-rounded balanced team this year," Meade said.

Meade said, "We've won big scores coming in from Brian, but our bottom scores will be much higher. Last year we had to live with scores in the sixes, but this year our low scores should be in the mid-teens."

The Saluki's will have to perform without Babcock this year as he will sit out the upcoming season to train for the 1984 Olympic Games.

Meade has signed three recruits to help fill the big void left by Babcock's absence: Scott Schuler, a sophomore transfer from Golden West Junior College in Huntington, Calif., Frank Pappas, a freshman from Prospect, and Frank Squarillo, a freshman from Naperville.

Schuler, a native of Worthington, will compete in the all-around, while Pappas will work the floor. Babcock will work the still rings and parallel bars. "I'll be a more well-balanced team this year," Meade said.

Meade said, "We've won big scores coming in from Brian, but our bottom scores will be much higher. Last year we had to live with scores in the sixes, but this year our low scores should be in the mid-teens."

Staf photo by Jay Smoll

---

**Blocked shot**

Assistant field hockey Coach Kendra Cunningham fires a shot at goalie Lisa Cucin during a practice Tuesday afternoon at Wham Field. The team will compete in a series of scrimmages beginning at 11 a.m. Sunday at Wham Field.

---

**Beg your pardon**

It was inadvertently reported in the August 16 Daily Egyptian that everyone is required to pay entry fees for intramural tournaments. Only faculty, staff and their spouses who do not have Student Recreation Center use cards must pay entry fees.
Railroad, city officials alert to hazardous materials threats

By Jim Cagle, Student Writer

The railroad industry is moving more hazardous materials now than ever before, according to Lonnie Birch, assistant trainmaster for the Illinois Central Gulf Railroad in Carbondale. And with the increased movement comes a higher risk of an accident involving hazardous materials. "As the number of hazardous materials increased awareness in the public and at the railroad about hazardous materials," Birch said. "Because of that we put even more emphasis on safety. We're extra cautious."

But despite safety regulations, accidents can and do happen. Last month in Dongola, 35 miles southeast of Carbondale, heat caused a rail buckle, and a train carrying hazardous materials derailed. Luckily, none of the tank cars ruptured and no evacuation of the townsperson was necessary. Precautionary measures by the ICC, including an ordered slowdown of all trains on its rails because of the heat, kept the accident from major proportions. But the potential for disaster is always there, as it is in Carbondale.

The ICC carries a large portion of hazardous materials. According to Patrick Patten, a laboratory inspector for the Illinois Commerce Commission, "on any given day from 3 to 10 trains run through Carbondale and the biggest portion of them will be carrying some kind of hazardous material."

Patten said that some of the more common chemicals that travel on the ICC rails are cyanide, sodium nitrate, hydrochloric acid, which are classified as corrosives; anhydrous ammonia, caustic soda and nitric acid, Commerce travel material. "Because any one of these chemicals can be a source of an explosion or fire," Patten said. "If a train carrying a hazardous material derailed in Carbondale, the ESDA office would make the final decision on whether to evacuate people from the area."

Many factors determine how many people would be evacuated and the area from which they would be removed. Wind direction, weather conditions, the amount of spillage or leakage and the toxicity of the material all have to be considered, Piltz said.

"Our general rule of thumb is that a 300-foot area surrounding the dangerous material would be evacuated immediately," Piltz said. "If we're dealing with a dangerous chemical like chlorine, then an area one-half mile on either side of the spill and two miles downwind from the spill would be evacuated."

"We've estimated that any hazardous material disaster on the rails within the city limits would result in at least half of the city's population being removed," Piltz said.

If the area to be evacuated does not include the SIUC campus, many of the campus buildings would be used as shelters for the evacuated people, Piltz said.

However, if the campus had to be evacuated, most people would have to be housed in neighboring communities, churches, schools, and just about anywhere else room could be found to house a multitude of people, Piltz said.

The chances of a train derailing while traveling through Carbondale are very slim, according to Birch. The trains move through towns at very slow speeds—anywhere from 10 to 35 mph, depending what part of town the train is passing through.

Birch said that most people fail to realize that the bulk of the derailments involving hazardous materials happen at extremely slow speeds and are not dangerous.

According to U.S. Environmental Protection Agency statistics, only three incidents involving hazardous materials have occurred in this area this year, and all were minor. Jeff Leep, spokesman, said that Southern Illinois had "a pretty clean record over the past few years involving hazardous materials."

Patten stressed the need for railroad and community leaders in order to keep pace with the situation in a hazardous material disaster. "The Stripes is an experience unto itself," Patten said. "But the more a community prepares itself for rescue and evacuation procedures—the better off they will be."

FALL 81 WORKSHOPS

All workshops require advance registration. Registration begins August 24 and ends Sept. 12, 1981. Craft Workshops start Sept. 14. Individuals must purchase their own supplies for all workshops or pay a specified lab fee.

Ceramic Workshops have a lab fee of $6.30 for clay & glaze. The Wood Shop fee is $10.00 per semester for up-keep of equipment, blades, belts, etc. Contact 549-0673 for more information.

WOOD WORKING FIBERS

Studio Weaving Fibers

Tuesdays

Sept. 15-Oct. 13
5-7 pm
$12.00

Spinning & Dytnng

Tuesdays

Sept. 14-Oct. 12
5-7 pm
$12.00

Nurk

Tuesdays

Sept. 14-Oct. 12
7:30-9:30 pm
$18.00

Drawing/Watercolor

Wednesdays

Sept. 16-Oct. 14
7-9 pm
$18.00

Make (2 sessions)

A. Thursday

Sept. 14-Oct. 12
5-7 pm
$12.00 + lab fee

B. Thursdays/Thurdays

Sept. 15-Oct. 14
6-8 pm
$12.00 + lab fee

Photo/Screened Ceramic Tiles

Wednesdays

Sept. 16-Oct. 21
7-9:30 pm
$12.00

Wood Shop: Storage Accessories: Shelves, Speaker Stands, record racks

Thursdays

Sept. 17-Oct. 22
5-7 pm
$10.00 + supplies

Wood Shop: S-Hole Window Units

Tuesdays

Oct. 17-Nov. 20
5-7 pm
$10.00 + supplies

Paper Making

Tuesdays

Oct. 18-Nov. 16
5-7 pm
$10.00 + supplies

Wood Turnings

Tuesdays

Oct. 20-Nov. 17
5-7 pm
$10.00 + supplies

Portofolio Boxes (10per)

Tuesdays

Oct. 20-Nov. 17
7-9:30 pm
$10.00

Silk Screen

Wednesdays

Oct. 21-Nov. 18
7-9 pm
$10.00 + supplies

Stained Glass

Tuesdays

Sept. 17-Oct. 13
5-7 pm
$10.00

Wednesdays

Oct. 15-Nov. 16
7-9:30 pm
$10.00 + supplies

Ceramics

Wednesdays

Oct. 24-Nov. 14
5-7 pm
$10.00 + lab fee
SKI COLORADO
January 3-10
* 7 Nights lodging Meadow Ridge Resort
* 6 Days at Winter Park & Mary Jane
* 32 Trails (Beginners to Experts)
* 2 Parties held in your honor

Only $219 Before Sept 30
$75 down reserves your spot
$229 after Sept. 30
$239 after Oct. 30

For more information, please contact
the University Programming Office or
call SPC at 536-3383

The SPC Spirit Council is looking for an
enthusiastic person to act as Chairperson
of this newly formed committee. The com-
mitee will work with the SIU Cheerleaders
and Pom-Pon Squad and the Marching
Salukis and Pep Band. As Chairperson
of this committee you would assume the
duties of:

- Programming both pre-game & half time
  entertainment for Saluki football games.
- Programming both pre-game & half-time
  entertainment for men's & women's basket-
  ball games

Programming activities
to promote
Saluki Spirit!

The deadline for application
is Friday, Aug. 25 at 5:00 pm.
Applications are available at the
Student Programming Council on the
third floor of the Student Center

COME ON UPI and get involved with SPC....

The Student Programming Council-SPC-plans and schedules the
majority of the activities-and entertainment programs at SIU. SPC
is made up of twelve committees that are organized by students....

- Travel & Recreation
- Student Center Programming
- Special Events
- Expressive Arts
- Fine Arts
- Promotions
- Films
- Consorts
- Video Programming
- Video Production
- Spirit Council
- New Horizons

One of these committees is sure to interest you, so
come on up to the third floor of the Student Center to
the SPC office and get involved in programming the
activities that entertain you!
Dehner.
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When Students Compare, We Gain A Customer!
Campus office goal is to see that veterans aren’t forgotten

By Julie Goodage
Staff Writer

The main goal of the Office of Veteran’s Affairs is “to get veterans to opportunities to which they are entitled,” according to OVA director Morgan Rupia, a veteran himself.

The office, which is funded by Veteran’s Cost of Instruction Program and administered by the U.S. Department of Education, was reestablished in 1977. Rupia said an office which had been established in 1973 closed in 1974, after the federal grant that supported it was withdrawn.

The benefits of which Rupia spoke are educational benefits guaranteed by legislation passed in the early 1970’s. The benefits are designed to help Vietnam veterans at higher education institutions make a smoother transition back to society, he said.

Rupia said the legislation stipulates that institutions must maintain a full-time Office of Veteran’s Affairs, staffed by qualified Vietnam veterans; conduct outreach and recruitment programs to inform veterans of their educational benefits; provide tutorial assistance and remedial programs for students who are veterans; and maintain an Office of Veteran’s Affairs, staffed by a veteran, who counsels fellow veterans, said Perry Murry, a veteran who consults fellow veterans and edits the newsletter.

Because of the effort to contact veterans personally, Murry said, the office receives a lot of feedback from veterans. Rupia said 15 to 20 percent of those contacted, while a 10 percent response rate is usually considered good. Also, OVA sends follow-up mail to non-responders four to six weeks after the initial mailing, he said.

An office staffed with veterans is necessary, Rupia said, because “veterans have a set of needs that need to be addressed by people who have been there and can identify with these needs themselves. Veterans can identify with the problems of other veterans better than can a person who is a non-veteran.”

A veteran’s office is just as important to veterans as services for women, handicapped and international students are to those they serve, he said.

Without OVA, he added, “veterans would get lost in the maze of students.” He also said, “If we weren’t here, there wouldn’t be a concentrated effort to attract veterans to SIUC.”

“We have an aggressive and successful outreach program,” he said. The national rate of decline in veteran enrollment is about 18 percent, and at SIUC it is 2 percent, according to Rupia.

The office is staffed by two full-time administrators, one civil service employee and 11 student workers.

The office recently published a monthly newsletter, which includes monthly listings provided by Veteran’s Affairs, the office receives the names of about 2,500 to 3,000 recently discharged veterans living in Illinois, he said. The office receives another monthly list of those veterans in Illinois who don’t have high school diplomas or GEDs. Rupia said usually about 150 names are on this list.

OVA can help veterans receive GEDs by referring them to their county superintendent of education, who is in charge of administering the test, he said. The office also refers veterans unprepared for the test to agencies that offer remedial programs in basic skills, he said.

Nationwide, OVA recently fought for its survival—and won.

Former President Carter “started the ball rolling,” Rupia said, when he recommended to Congress in his last budget message that the program be rescinded after June 30.

President Reagan was elected on a “cut government spending platform,” Rupia said, so “we saw it coming. It just came a little sooner that we thought it would.”

But doomsday has not arrived for the OVA. At best, it will never come. At worst, it has been delayed.

Rupia said members of various veterans programs throughout the country and the veterans they serve wrote letters to Congressmen and worked with organizations. As a result, the OVA program will be federally funded for another year, he said.

However, the program received only $6 million for the year, while it was initially supposed to receive $12 million, he said.

Congress is currently “exploring the possibility” of funding the program for an additional three years, he said. “I may be announcing something concerning this issue very soon.”

If federal funding had not been available this year, Rupia said, the office would no longer exist.

“Let think we get a lot of help from administrators,” Murry said. When he asked Bruce Swinburne, vice president for student affairs, whether plans had been made to continue the service if federal funding was cut off, Swinburne said several avenues were being explored, according to Murry.

REBOUND HOUR (Happy Hour Prices) 11pm-1am Sun- Wed

THE CLUB
406 S. Illinois 457-5551

Any sub at Booby’s $3.02 min., no delivery

Good 8/26-9/2/81

Mon-Sat
10-8

Sun
12-5

7

Pick-up these latest releases on Records & Tapes

We Special Order
Purpose
To serve members of the University community who are concerned about their personal safety. A University bus will be traveling a specific route around the outer fringes of campus (see map enclosed for route and stops). There is no Charge for this service.

Purpose
To serve individual University women who are traveling alone to and from education, activities. A University bus will be dispatched upon request to provide transportation. Phone: 453-2212. There is no charge for this service.

THE WOMEN'S SAFETY TRANSIT

Operational Limits
Educational activities of Southern Illinois University at Carbondale.

Operational Hours
The Women's Safety Transit will operate every Sunday through Friday with the exception of Friday Nov. 20, 1981 through Sunday Nov. 29th, and any other S.I.U. scheduled breaks.

There are many precautions that an individual can employ to prevent assault.

The following are suggestions for a safer personal environment.

In and About Your Home
1) When you move into a new place, change all outside door locks to prevent former tenants from entering your home with old keys. Deadbolt locks that cannot be jammed should be installed.
2) Install a chain lock secured by long screws or a peephole to allow you to check identities before admitting people. Locks are not impenetrable, but breaking them takes time and makes lots of noise. vocal hesitation or discouragement would be intruders, or at least to allow you to get to the phone.
3) If you have double doors, be sure to lock both of them. Otherwise, when you open the inside door in response to a caller, you have removed your only barrier.
4) Install a lock on any window that can be reached from the ground. There are also devices that limit how far windows can be opened. Place a specially made lock in the tracks of sliding doors so they cannot be opened.
5) Have brightly lighted entrances and hallways, and beware of places attackers might hide, such as between buildings and parked cars, and under stairways.
6) Do not list your full name on the door or mailbox. Use only your first initial and last name. If you live alone, you may want to list nonexistent housemates too.
7) Whenever your door is drawn at night, as a potential assailant is more likely to enter when you seem to be alone.
8) Be a stranger into your home. If someone comes to your door because of an apparent emergency, offer to make the necessary call. Do not open the door. If you are expecting service persons, ask for identification before admitting them. If you are suspicious, have the person wait behind your locked door while you call the company involved, or the police.
9) When alone and answering the door, consider yelling, "I'll get it!" to an imaginary companion. If you actually do have a companion, don't overreact or be overly secure. There is not much a spouse or anyone can do if the person you opened the door to has a weapon.
10) When returning home, have your key ready before you get to the door. If something seems amiss at your home, don't go in. Go somewhere else (neighbors, phone booth) and call the police.

On the Streets
1) Act very confident and purposeful.
2) Work on attaining to move fast if you need to. Spike heels, platform shoes, claps, and some sandals can make running almost impossible.
3) Don't stop to "window shop," especially at night. Look deliberate about your travel, as if you cannot stop for the call of nature.
4) Take care when using public restrooms alone.
5) Park in a well-lighted area and well-paved path possible. Be aware of sports' games that you could run to in
6) Avoid dark parking lots, empty parks, and other areas in your neighborhood where assailants might likely hide. Especially avoid walking alone in alleys, entrances, garages, and places that you could be pulled or pushed into.
7) Be alert. Listen and watch for people. Look around and behind you when you have suspicions so that you can anticipate problems.
8) If a motorist asks you for directions, stay away from the car as you answer, and move away promptly thereafter.
9) If you are followed by a car, turn the wrong way up a one-street (if possible) or just turn around in your tracks (a car can't and go for help. Don't lead the fullvert to your own home.
10) If you are followed by someone on foot, try to head off an encounter before contact occurs. Better run (but only if you can make it to a lighted or busy place) or employ some other precaution before you are restricted by the follower.

In Your Car
1) Before you enter the car, always check to see that no one is inside.
2) Lock your car when you get out to insur that it will remain empty. Do not keep spare keys hidden anywhere. Give them to a trusted friend.
3) Don't park your car in unlighted or deserted areas. Have your keys ready as you return.
4) Keep your car in good repair and full of gas so that you will not be made vulnerable by a breakdown.
5) Don't leave house, trunk, or other keys with keys when having your car serviced.
6) If your car does break down, open the hood, get back in the car, and lock the doors. Do not get out or roll down windows if someone stops. Ask to make a call for you and give them a slip of paper with the necessary information on it through a small opening. If you go to a nearby residence, you may have to contend with dogs and the people inside, you may not be trustworthy or may not trust you.
7) If you pass a disabled car and wish to help, don't get out of your car. Drive to the nearest phone and call the police or sheriff's department. They can offer more assistance than you can, and without the risks.
8) Avoid deserted routes. Take a well-traveled route to your destination, which, hopefully, is well patrolled. Be ready to stop or go if a problem arises and help is needed.
9) You have the right not to pick up hitchhikers.
10) If you are followed, note the car and driver description and drive to a safe location, all night gas station, or other locked, busy area. Do not lead the followers to your home, and don't speed up; that will only increase the dangers. Other possibilities include blasting your horn continually until you get aid or driving without lights at night in hopes that the police will stop you.
11) If a car follows you into your driveway, stay in the car with the doors locked and the windows up. Sound you horn repeatedly and ask for help.

When Hitchhiking
Hitchhiking should be considered the most dangerous situation in which a woman can place herself. When you accept a ride from a car of a stranger, you have removed all barriers between you and the driver. You cannot now avoid a confrontation once it has begun and you cannot easily leave the vehicle. You have narrowed your methods of protecting yourself to direct encour- tage tactics (verbal). If you are forced to go one at all. Generally speaking, this is not good enough. Nonetheless, no one is naive enough to believe that knowing the vulnerability of a hitchhiker will wipe out this mode of travel. For women who insist that they must or will hitch, the best they can do is attempt to control the conditions of the ride they accept.

1) The first rule on hitchhiking is—it's just not safe! But if you do...
2) Whenever possible, avoid hitchhiking by yourself or at night.
3) Take well-traveled routes. If you accept a ride keep your window open, so that in case of attack you can be heard if you yell.
4) Try to accept rides only with female drivers, however there are no guarantees that this is safer. If you must ride with a male, never accept a ride with more than one or with a driver who made a big fuss about stopping (flirt, slammed on brakes.)
5) Before you get into a car, check the back seat to see if anyone is there, and look for beer or liquor bottles in the car. Check the driver as well. Be sure he is fully dressed, and try to assess his intentions. Trust your intuition:
don't ride if you are suspicious.
6) Ask the driver where he is going before he asks you. Then you need not reveal your destination, and he cannot say he is going where you are, even if he isn't. If you distrust the situation, you can always say that you aren't going that way—thanks anyway.
7) Be certain the door handle door on the inside of the door where you would be riding. Don't get into the back seat of a two-door car.
8) Don't take a ride that will drop you off in a deserted area. Turn it down and wait for one that goes to a more convenient areas so you won't be stranded and forced to take the ride that comes along.
9) If possible, know the route to your destination so that if the driver makes a wrong turn you will know it immediately.
10) Match the driver to the type of a moving car, be sure that no other cars are coming that might run over you. Protect your head and keep your body covered so that you will roll, rather than scrape, over the ground. Keep your arms in close to you body to decrease the chances of in-
CAMPUS SAFETY FEE BOARD

The campus safety fee board is primarily responsible for advising the Vice President for Student Affairs on the expenditure of the campus safety fee. The board reviews and evaluates the goals, objectives, policies, and services provided through the use of this student fee. The board serves as a liaison between the Vice President for Student Affairs and members of the University community to represent and convey the interests of the various constituencies represented. Information concerning the campus safety fee board may be obtained by contacting the Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs, Anthony Hall, Room 314, or by calling 453-3641.

RAPE ACTION GO-OUT

Call Rape Action if you have been raped or sexually assaulted. Rape Action Crisis Go-Out Team will provide free 24 hour confidential, emotional support and information, as well as accompany a victim throughout medical, police and legal procedures as requested. Information about temporary housing, and university and community resources is also available. Phone 527-2224.

WOMEN'S SERVICES

Women's Services provides information, support and programs for women students who are making educational and personal decisions. In response to the problem of rape and sexual assault, Women's Services monitors the Women's Safety Transit System, Night Safety Bus, and Brightways Path, and we are working towards providing a safer campus.

Women's Services, in cooperation with the Rape Action and Education Committees of the Carbondale Women's Center, and SIU Security Police, offer educational programs through group discussions and workshops on many aspects of rape. Programs may include rape prevention, developing a defense consciousness, myths and fallacies about rape, rape culture, treatment of a victim, etc. These programs are available to classes, dorms, and other on-and-off campus groups. For more information about these and other programs, contact the office at Woody Hall, Wing B, Room 244 or call 453-3655.

ACCESSIBLE TO ALL. The Night Safety Bus has a lift.

BUS ROUTE

Brightway Path - Red

* STOP - Have you read the suggested precautions on the previous page? If not, go back and read them. They are important for your own protection!
THE BRIGHTWAY PATH

Purpose:

1) To provide a lighted access route around campus to help ensure the safety of pedestrians. This is the most populated, well-traveled route. Through use of the Brightway Path, the Security Office can concentrate night patrols along the Brightway.

2) This route designates sidewalks which will be cleared of snow and ice so that individuals with disabilities will have access to campus buildings.

If you see a light out, report it to the Physical Plant Department at 453-4371.

USE YOUR 1ST DEFENSE - YOUR COMMON SENSE

Women's Safety Transit
For Rides Call: 453-2212

You are responsible for your own safety. The services provided by the university are supplements to your individual safety precautions.
Cobden's past includes pre-historic chert mines

By University News Service

It would surprise folks around Cobden to hear Ernest E. "Pete" May describe the tiny Southern Illinois town as the "Pittsburgh of the Midwest." After all, Cobden (about 15 miles south of Carbondale) is best known for the delicious apples and peaches its orchards send to all parts of the nation. An industrial mecca it isn't.

But, several thousand years ago things were different around Cobden, according to May, curator of the SIU-C Center for Archaeological Investigations and a leading authority on pre-historic chert mining in Southern Illinois.

Chert—a compact rock consisting mostly of microcrystalline quartz—was as valuable as gold to many pre-historic people. "The pre-historic Indians who lived around Cobden and in other areas of Union and Alexander counties appear to have been highly skilled craftsmen, as well as astute capitalists," said May.

"When they came to the realization that they were sitting on a veritable gold mine in the form of the chert that underlies these hills, they began utilizing that resource to their best advantage."

Chert is hard, yet can be shaped into a wide variety of tools and ornamental pieces. Pre-historic Indians used the tools for agriculture, hunting, and as ceremonial ornaments. "Cobden chert is very high quality, comparable to the high-grade flint mined in Dover, England. Kaolin chert from Cobden and Mill Creek chert from south Union and north Alexander counties, while not as high quality as Cobden chert, are comparable." See CHERT Page 27.
CHERT from Page 26

was mined and used extensively by prehistoric people," said May.

"Pieces of Kaolin and Mill Creek chert and tools fashioned from the chert have been found all over the Midwest, some as far away as northern Minnesota."

Evidence of mining operations stretching from Caledon south into Alexander County indicate the Indian residents may have been exploiting Kaolin and Mill Creek chert as far back as 10,000 B.C. and actively mining it as early as 1000 B.C., according to May.

"The sophistication of their mining methods would surprise even modern-day engineers. We've found a number of open-cast mines, as well as mines with shafts and underground galleries," he said.

"Mining technology hasn't progressed a great deal beyond that, except in its embellishment, up to the present. The shaft-galleried chert mines in Union County indicate a degree of mining sophistication that pre-historic man in the New World hadn't been credited with heretofore."

In addition to being highly skilled miners, the prehistoric inhabitants of Union and Alexander counties also appear to have known a good bit about tool-making and marketing.

Apparently they carried the chert from mine sites to central processing areas, where they fashioned stone hoes, other blade instruments, knives, arrowheads and ceremonial ornaments.

They traded the implements and chert blanks with outsiders who probably traveled up Mid-Creek from the Cache and Ohio rivers and Clear Creek from the Mississippi, as well as overland.

One site near Mill Creek in northernmost Alexander County includes considerable archaeological evidence to support this thesis.

Called the Hale site, after a contemporary family who once lived there, it consists of a three-bered, truncated mound used as a processing and redistribution center. The site is immediately adjacent to a number of chert mines in the surrounding hills.

The Hale site is the only prehistoric palisaded village in the upland area, according to May. Most fortified villages were built in floodplains.

Another processing center, the so-called Linn-Hellig site, lies west of the Union-Alexander mines in the Mississippi floodplain. It covers 22 acres and has more than 100 house depressions and seven truncated mounds.

TUBBY TOO IS COMING TO THE SIU CAMPUS!

"Dad, if I had a TUBBY TOO card I wouldn't have to ask you for money."

Now, Automatic Banking is coming to the SIU campus in the Student Center!

The University Bank of Carbondale first introduced 24 hour banking to Carbondale and is now going on campus for added customer convenience.

Sign up now and use TUBBY 24 hours a day and TUBBY TOO at the Student Center.

university bank of carbondale
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Lasers probing quake causes

WASHINGTON (AP)—Using American satellites, radio signals from deep space and laser reflectors left on the moon by astronauts, geophysicists from 11 nations have launched a five-year program to develop a reliable way to predict earthquakes.

Project officials emphasized Tuesday that they do not expect such forecasts during the planned life of the $100-$150 million effort and said these could be a couple of decades away.

"This study will improve our understanding of the dynamic behavior of the earth and earthquake mechanisms," said Gilbert Mead, who heads the project at the Goddard Space Flight Center.

The project is concentrating on earthquake-prone areas of California and Alaska and is expected to extend to Mexico, South America, the Caribbean, Australia, New Zealand and parts of Europe.

Mead said the project will use space technology to make highly accurate measurements of the relative motion of the plates and how these movements distort the earth's crust and create stresses that can cause earthquakes.

He said geophysicists learned in the early days of space exploration that by bouncing signals off satellites they could measure within 10 to 20 feet the distance on earth between tens of thousands of miles apart.

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration recently named 11 investigators from 11 countries to plan the project and interpret the data. Forty-three are from the United States, the others are from France, West Germany, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Spain, Sweden, Australia, New Zealand, Venezuela and Canada.

Using fixed and mobile stations, they will bounce laser beams off the Lageos satellite, 3,600 miles high, and off reflectors left on the moon.

**Activities**

**Wednesday, Aug. 26**
- Illinois Painters III exhibit, 10 a.m.-4 p.m., Funer North Gallery.
- Illinois Painters IV exhibit, 10 a.m.-3 p.m., Mitchell Gallery.
- Newman Center Film "Fielder on the Roof," 7:30-10:30 p.m., Student Center Auditorium.

**Thursday, Aug. 27**
- Illinois Research Advisory Council meeting, 8 a.m.-5 p.m., Student Center Balcony C.
- Society for Advancement of Management meeting, 7-10 p.m., Student Center Mississippi Room.
- Flying Club meeting, 10-11 p.m., Student Center Machinette Room.
- Lifestyle meeting, 11 a.m.-noon, Student Center Iroquois Room.
- Sigma Chi Alpha meeting, 8-11 p.m., Student Center Iroquois Rooms.
- VESGA meeting, 11:45 a.m.-12:30 p.m., Student Center Troy Room.
- Meditation Fellowship meeting, 7:30-9:30 p.m., Student Center Activity Room A.
- American Marketing Association meeting, 8 a.m., Student Center Activity Room A.
- Egyptian Knights Chess Club meeting, 3-5 p.m., Student Center Activity Room C.
- Society for Creative Anachronism meeting, 7-10 p.m., Student Center Activity Room D.

**CARBONDALE MOBILE HOMES**

**NOW LEASING**
- New 1, 3, & 4 bedroom homes.
- Swimming Pool.
- New Fliers & equipment.
- Great location.

**PULSAR QUARTZ**

These are just two of the finest watch values today. All the rest come from Pulsar, too.

Ladies and mens watches

Pulsar: Quartz
Always a beat beyond. In technology. In value.

**SHARP**

46 scientific functions at your fingertips

**DAVID'S**

529-2451 Mon-Sat 10-5 683. S. Illinois

**CARBONDALE**

**MOBILE HOMES**

**North Highway 9**

**NOW LEASING**
- New 1, 3, & 4 bedroom homes.
- Swimming Pool.
- New Fliers & equipment.
- Great location.

**JOHN MORRELL DIDN'T BECOME A TRAINER AFTER COLLEGE. HE BECAME A MANAGER.**

"As Executive Officer of the Army ROTC, I had the misfortune of being 600 pounds. And there was no way I could manage a budget of over a million and a half dollars. And it was accountable for more than two million dollars worth of property. I could run a couple of pounds."

"I also supervise a staff of 24 people. I had my staff people who work with me. I have the same people that I have to handle. The Army ROTC has to maintain the Army ROTC program."

"There are other reasons for not taking ROTC, one is lack of leadership opportunities. And financial assistance—up to $1,000 a year for your last two years of ROTC."

"I never was a 2nd year after college that didn't feel the difference, there was a difference."

"And I was the 2nd year after college."

For further information about Army ROTC, visit the Dept. of Army Military Science in Bldg. T-40, located between Fanner Hall & Morris Library or call us at 453-5786.
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**Wildwood Stables**

**Horsebackriding & Trail Rentaing**

Monday-Saturday 9a.m.-5p.m.
Sunday 12p.m.-5p.m.
Stable located 4-1/2 miles south of Carbondale off of Old Hwy 51
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**JOHN MORRELL DIDN'T BECOME A TRAINER AFTER COLLEGE. HE BECAME A MANAGER.**

"As Executive Officer of the Army ROTC, I had the misfortune of being 600 pounds. And there was no way I could manage a budget of over a million and a half dollars. And it was accountable for more than two million dollars worth of property."
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"I never was a 2nd year after college that didn't feel the difference, there was a difference."
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For further information about Army ROTC, visit the Dept. of Army Military Science in Bldg. T-40, located between Fanner Hall & Morris Library or call us at 453-5786.

**ARMY ROTC, BE ALL YOU CAN BE.**

**NOTE**

INSTRUCTIONS TO PRINTERS. Please print the name and address of the official Professor of Military Science and position under last paragraph of body copy. Set in 12-point Goudy Old Style or equivalent. All caps follow sample for type.

At Climate
361 Mack B. Smith
Columbia Hall

JOHN MORRELL DIDN'T BECOME A TRAINER AFTER COLLEGE. HE BECAME A MANAGER.

"As Executive Officer of the Army ROTC, I had the misfortune of being 600 pounds. And there was no way I could manage a budget of over a million and a half dollars. And it was accountable for more than two million dollars worth of property."

"I also supervise a staff of 24 people. I had my staff people who work with me. I have the same people that I have to handle. The Army ROTC has to maintain the Army ROTC program."

"There are other reasons for not taking ROTC, one is lack of leadership opportunities. And financial assistance—up to $1,000 a year for your last two years of ROTC."

"I never was a 2nd year after college that didn't feel the difference, there was a difference."

"And I was the 2nd year after college."

For further information about Army ROTC, visit the Dept. of Army Military Science in Bldg. T-40, located between Fanner Hall & Morris Library or call us at 453-5786.

**ARMY ROTC, BE ALL YOU CAN BE.**
Graduate students to meet Sunday

An orientation for beginning and continuing graduate and professional students will be held from 2 to 5 p.m. Sunday in the Gallery Lounge and Ballrooms A and B of the Student Center.

The orientation, sponsored by the Graduate School and the Graduate School Council, will allow graduate and professional students to meet students from other departments, administrators, and community members.

Graduate and professional students also will be able to learn about the University and Southern Illinois community and student services available to them and about opportunities for financial support of professional development, according to John S. Jackson, acting dean of the Graduate School.

Jackson said the orientation will be an "opportunity to provide some sense of community for graduate students," and will be an informal social and educational experience giving the students a "sense of direction."

"We want to kick off the year and get it off on the right footing," Jackson said. "The on-going graduate students can impart some of their knowledge to the new students and help them learn the ropes."

President Albert Somit and John C. Guyon, acting vice president for academic affairs and research, will give welcoming speeches, Jackson said.

About 25 community and campus organizations, including the Carbondale Chamber of Commerce, the SIU-C Office of Veterans Affairs, and the Black Graduate Student Association, will have representatives attending the orientation.

Slides and films about the University and Southern Illinois will be presented.

President Albert Somit and John C. Guyon, acting vice president for academic affairs and research, will give welcoming speeches, Jackson said.

About 25 community and campus organizations, including the Carbondale Chamber of Commerce, the SIU-C Office of Veterans Affairs, and the Black Graduate Student Association, will have representatives attending the orientation.

Slides and films about the University and Southern Illinois will be presented.
Continuing education sponsors programs for riding, writing

Motorcycle riding, solar energy and wilderness training are included among the topics of conferences announced tentatively for September and October by the Division of Continuing Education. Information is available from the Division of Continuing Education, Washington Square C, 536-7751.

Six free courses teaching motorcycle riding techniques will be offered for novice motorcycle riders and riders who have ridden no more than 10,000 miles. Classes will be in Marion Sept. 1-23 and 25-29, and at the SIU-C Safety Center, Sept. 14-25 and 19-26, Sept. 28 through Oct. 9 and Sept. 29 through Oct. 10.

Foresters will discuss how computers and computer programs are used to measure and inventory trees during the Conference for Midwest Mensurationists at Lake Barkley Park in Cadiz, Ky., Sept. 9-10. SIU-C's Myers is one of two moderators.

1980 slaying suspect may be returned

SALEM (AP) — A Marion County murder suspect may be returned to Southern Illinois within a month to face trial on charges stemming from a Jan. 25, 1980 murder.

William John Posey Jr., 37, of Fairfield, has been found guilty of kidnapping, and held under authorities in Salem.

Teachers of grades K-12 will learn how to help students better understand solar energy in "Solar Energy—In Your Future and in Your Classroom" Oct. 2-4. A $45 fee covers materials and room and board at the Touch of Nature Environmental Center.

The Mid-America College Health Association (MACHA) meeting will be Oct. 15-16. Medical professionals, most from SIUC, will speak on topics ranging from the treatment of skin problems to sex bias in gauging alcohol abuse. Registration fee for students is $5; for MACHA members, $10; others, $15.

"Teaching Technical Writing," Oct. 16-17, will give teachers an opportunity to discuss writing style, graphics and word processors. Several papers on technical communication will be presented. A $35 fee will include two lunches and a buffet tro.

Emergency Medical Technicians will learn how to use their skills in the wilderness in the EMST Wilderness Training program at Touch of Nature Oct. 19 through Dec. 16. The program may be taken for academic credit or for Illinois National Recertification. Classes will meet Mondays and Wednesdays from 6 to 9 p.m. The fee is $65, plus a $20 deposit.

The Outdoor Biology Instructional Strategies Workshop for Teachers will be offered Oct. 23-25. City lots, local parks and neighborhood streams and ponds will be used as classrooms for lessons in ecology. Activities can be used to instruct youngsters 10 to 15 years old.


A battle over suppression of evidence linked to the Illinois murder of Judith Ann Bishop, 37, of Fairfield, has been waged this year in the Illinois 3rd District Court of Appeals in Mount Vernon.

Mrs. Bishop was last seen alive Jan. 22 as she left the Best Western Inn in Mt. Vernon with a man fitting Posey's description. Her body, strangled with her own pantyhose, was found several days later in Marion County.

We urge you to shop and compare. We pay more for class rings.

We pay more for class rings.

Any thing of gold or silver. (excluding broken jewelry)

J.K. Coins

423 S. III. 437-6831

―――――――

Can you draw this?

(A straight line)

Yes? No? Maybe?

Whether you prefer drawing lines, sketching, or painting we have all of the materials you'll need.

We carry a wide variety of art supplies.

You can find everything from pencils and brushes to pastels and paints right here.

And it's all brand name merchandise like: Grumbacher, Winsor & Newton, Pelikan, and more.

We also give an 10% discount to S.I.U. students.
BROWN BAG IT....

American Heritage Dictionary
New College Edition
Plain or Thumb Indexed
$2.00 off regular price

Spiral Notebook
National #33-345
70 sheets
Special 77¢

Sanford Hi-Liter
Regular 99¢
This week only
5/$1.00

Two Pocket SIU Folder
Laminated
This week only
SAVE 10¢

Math Used

Used texts are priced 25%
Lower than new any day of
the year! SAVE...Buy used!

Argus Posters
Regular $1.25 each
5/$5.00 this week

Open special hours this week
Free Pepsi while you shop

AND SAVE!

university bookstore
536-3321 STUDENT CENTER
Campus has its own diploma ‘mill’

By Laura Wu
Manager Writer

After all those sleepless nights, what do students get to compensate for the rigorous board of studies? A new pair of eye glasses that they never needed before?

Well, maybe. But what they really work for is that piece of paper called a college diploma that actually costs only a dollar. These rewards are printed up in massive quantities at the Printing and Duplicating Services of the Physical Plant.

The printing service is a part of Campus Service Enterprises and is responsible for all of the University’s printing. Besides printing diplomas, these shops also produce telephone directories, commencement programs and textbooks.

Two stages are involved in the diploma printing process, according to Superintendent of Printing and Duplicating, Harold Brasswell.

After admissions and records supplies the print shop with names and majors of graduates-to-be. Masters are then provided the print shop with names and majors of graduating with honors.

After the names are indicated, their respective record slips are run through the printer. You can also indicate if a student is graduating with honors.

Additional printing is used to indicate if a student is graduating with honors. The diplomas are printed throughout the year because of the three possible graduation dates. Approximately 1,000 SIU-C students graduated this spring.

Labor Day mail delivery curtailed

The Carbondale Post Office will operate on a holiday schedule Labor Day, Monday, Sept. 7.

There will be no regular residential or business mail deliveries, and usual post office lobby services will not be available, with the exception of lockbox service, according to Postmaster Hubert L. Goferth.

Schedules for mail pick-up from collection boxes will be posted on individual boxes or may be determined by calling the post office.

Delivery of certain expedited mail services, such as Special Delivery and Express Mail, will continue during the weekend.

THE GOLD MINE

AWARD WINNING PIZZA

The Gold Mine was voted #1 by the Southern Illinois University Yearbook

611 S. Illinois

Delivery after 5:00
529-4150

Get a $20 rebate on the TI-59 Programmable.

The SPC Spirit Council is looking for an enthusiastic person to act as chairperson of this newly formed committee.

The committee will work with the SIU Cheerleaders and Pom-Pon Squad and the Marching Salukis and Pep Band.

As chairperson of this committee you would assume the duties of:

- Programming both pre-game & half-time entertainment for Saluki football games.
- Programming both pre-game & half-time entertainment for men’s & women’s basketball games.
- Programming activities to promote Saluki Spirit!

The deadline for applications is Friday, August 25 at 5:00 pm. Applications are available at the Student Program Council Office on the third floor of the Student Center.

S.I.U. ADVANCE
STUDY PLACEMENT EXAM

To Be Offered in Carbondale This Fall

Voluntarily home study aides on all areas of basic science. Ready to be used by prospective teaching tenders to be used in any of the courses you have completed.

Over 40 years of research and development

Interested Students Call

544-7116

FOR INFORMATION
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